
MRS. WOODWORTH’S CLASS NEWS 

 
OCTOBER 22, 2018 

Hi Parents, 
This week we’ll explore the question “How do tools help us do things with our hands?”  In the 
informational text The Handiest Thing in the World, we’ll read about all the different things our 
hands can do and the tools that help do them better.  We’ll then read the folk tale Stone Soup, 
about a soup pot, a stone, some home travelers and a few curious villagers. 
This Week’s… 
Word to Know: Review I, like, the, and 
Letter/Sound focus: Review letters Ff, Gg, Hh, Ii, Jj 
Comprehension Skill:  Details-tell important details about a topic 
Comprehension Strategy:  Question-ask questions about what you are reading 
Phonics:  Beginning sounds, Words in an Oral Sentence (how many) 
------ 
Math: Practice writing numbers 1-10, intro comparing numbers 1-10 
------ 
IMPORTANT REMINDERS 
Halloween Party- we will be doing special activities in the morning (as long as we have 
the help), then a special lunch of pizza in our classroom.  The kids will start getting 
costumes on approximately 12:45, with parade at 1:30.  *Still looking for several parent 
volunteers to assist with the activities in the morning.  If you are available- please let me 
know so I know how to plan that day. 
**Costumes should be sent to school in a bag with child’s name on it.  If you are bringing 
it in later-please let me know so I can assure your child, and plan on arriving with it by 
12:45 to get them dressed- dressing areas are limited.  If weather is cooler but not 
raining, parade will be outside in front of elementary.  Please dress them in something 
warm that costume can go over.  
Have only received a couple people’s party money - Please remember to send in party 
money of $5 (this covers ALL parties) by Friday please. 
 
Congratulations Trojan of the Week Levi W.! 
 
IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER: 
Wed., Oct. 31st- Halloween Party 9:00am, Lunch 11:00am and Parade (1:30) 
Thur., Nov. 1st- early dismissal- school out at 11am  
Have a great week and remember to let me know if there is anything I can help you with! 
Mrs. Woodworth 
twoodworth@homerschools.net, Remind:  text #81010, type this message: @777b4a 
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